Solution Brief: Customer Insights from Emails
How much do you know about the people behind the emails in your database?
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Consumers and business decision makers are willing to share email addresses to stay
in touch and when making purchases, but asking for too much information on a form
may lower the number of people willing to share. This often results in millions of email
addresses locked in a database with little more than a few bits of information tied to
each email.
Brands can almost instantly enhance the relevance of messaging and targeting
capabilities in the email channel using FullContact’s people search and email match
capabilities to unlock the insights behind the emails.
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Reaching customers with targeted, relevant email messages has big benefits for
brands. Instantly enriching your email data with public information gives you the
information you need without asking on forms or testing and learning over long
periods of time. Knowing your customers a little bit better from the onset of the
relationship will set you apart from your competitors and give your customers the
email experiences they expect.

How to Get Started
Speak to an Enterprise Solutions Professional to run a free match test against your
emails, and we’ll share a custom insights report highlighting your potential gains.

Visit FullContact.com/enterprise and click Contact Us to get started.

